BUILD YOUR OWN EARTH OVEN IN 10 STEPS
Clay Tandoor Workshop

Step 1
‘Find some Friends’
Spending time with a group of your favourite people on a long weekend
is always fun. Please invite few of them or at least one of them to cut
corners! It is lot more fun to do this with a bunch of people, not just to
build the oven but to play around while mixing the materials and surely
to eat the pizza/naan/bread. You can forget all your problems, play with
the clay, crack some jokes on each other, get few motivational speeches
from some of your friends and have priceless moments with them on this
three-day adventure of building your earth oven. Building an earth oven
is once in a lifetime experience, so make it count!
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Step 2
‘Source materials’

Sand- 25kg

Damp Clay / Dry Clay

Straw Bale - 1

Fired / Normal Bricks - 12

Canvas Tarp- 2

Access to water
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Step 3
‘Decide a Location’
It is important to decide a place before building the earth oven because
it needs breathing space around it as the earth oven when in use reaches
higher temperatures. Take the following aspects into consideration:

A - Wind
The main wind direction is important to
avoide smoke problems... Try to place
the door of the oven and chimney aligned with the wind direction.

B - Distance from your kitchen
Make sure you place the outside kitchen not so far from your indoor
kitchen. Normally when cooking pizzas we are in a constant connection
with the indoor kitchen. So, place the kitchen nearby to the indoor to avoid
unecessary exercise ;)

C - Position from the base
The pizza oven should normally be part of the
party and not placing it away from the party like barbeque so locate it
wisely.
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Step 4
‘Choose a Base’
Everything starts from the bottom! Make sure you choose a proper base to
build you oven on. Before building your earth oven, decide on what you’re
going to build your oven on. It can be built on the following options:

Tables

Bricks

Stone Plinths

Graving the foundation

You can build this oven on any old table. In a way, it doesn’t consume
much time but you only builde the oven once so make a decision suitable
to you.
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Step 6
‘Setting up the oven’
The design of the oven needs to be taken into consideration. The width and
height of the ‘oven door’ were to be 63% of the oven’s inner dome’s width
and height, respectively. This ratio makes sure that the door dimensions
are proportionate to the size of the oven itself.
A- The intial stages of setting up an earthern oven is more like making
sand castles. The perfect dome shape is achieved by the use of slightly wet
coarse sand or quarry dust over which the mud layers of mud mixture is
put.
B- To set up the oven, firstly mark the design on the stone plinth / table.
C- For inner wall (see the image below).
D- The walls must be 150mm (6 inches) thick.
E- Mark the door width as (see the image below) across.
F- Finalize the dimension before proceeding any further, check the size of
the door and of course the size of the pizza to be cooked inside the earth
oven.
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Step 5
‘Getting materials ready’
A- Gather all the sourced materials and start mixing them together on a
canvas tarp.
B- Prepare a dome by mixing sand and water that sticks and bind together
as a dome on the table (see step 6)
C- Cover the sand mould with a layer of paper overing and sprinkle more
water to make it stay in place (see step 6).
D- Meanwhile prepare mud mix for the insulation shell. The mix for this
is just sand and clay, about 2 parts of sand and 1 part of clay along with
just enough water for the mix to be rolled into small balls, but this ratio
entirely depends on the soil being used.
E- Stomp the mud mix so that everythings mixes up equally and to the
right consistency.
F- The consistency shouldn’t be sloppy, it should be such that you can
make balls a little smaller than the size of a tennis ball and if pressure is
applied to smear it across a surface, it spreads easily, too.
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Step 7
‘Layering’
After getting the sand dome ready, it’s time to make the first layer of the
cob.
A- Start making medium sized balls of mud mix and work on the sand
dome all the way up from the bottom of the oven. This makes the first
layer of the oven ready, before setting it to dry make sure to leave 15% of
the inside measuremt of the oven for the chimney at the door.
B- Let them inner mud mix layer set for atleast 5-6 hours or overnight, so
that it becomes slighting firmer than it was. We don’t want it to dry too
much because the next layer won’t adhere to it properly.
C- Slightly scratch the first layer so that the next layer we put on will
adhere nicely to it. The next layer of mudmix is going to have grass/hay/
straw to give it lot more strength than the inner layer.
D- Get the mud mix ready for the second layer (see step 5 D) and when the
mixture comes slightly wet consistency, add grass/hay/straw and stomp
again. Doing this adds amazing strenght to the oven when it dries up it
binds together.
F- Make loaves of the mixture and start putting them on the first layer
making sure they butt up well with the first layer. Add the second layer of
the mixture starting from the bottom all the way around to the top.
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Step 8
‘Finishing the Oven’
I guess you had fun stomping mud and playing with sand so far. Now, its
the finish the building of earth oven.
A- Remove the bricks that you’ve placed at the door. You can now see
three layers of the cob.
B- To understand the layers, the first one from the top is the strong and
the binding layer, the second layer is the insulation shell / layer and the
third and the layer in the centre is the same castle dome.
C- By slightly scratching the first layer, add few loaves of clay,mud and
straw mix on to the outside at the door to give it a rounded opening that
has more strength.
The Wait is going to be worth it.
Once the mud mix was applied evenly on all sides, the oven needed to be
left to dry. Depending on the weather, it ranges from 3 weeks to a month
to completely dry before you start using it. In few places during summers,
the sand base can be removed the next day itself. You don’t want to get it
rained on while it’s drying so make sure you add some protection from the
weather but do not cover it with plastic doing so would not let the oven
dry. Protect it from the rain at the same time let it breath.
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Step 9
‘Cook Bread / Pizza’
- After all the hardwork and wait, its time to fire it up. But before that
take a deep breath, relax and have a drink!
- The first fire should be the one who nobody will ever forget. Use dry
wood because it helps to keep the smoke levels acceptable and building a
high chimney would provide you the exact fire!
- For cooking pizzas, you will have to move the fire aside! The best spot for
your heat is in the opposite side of the chimney! After that you can blast
the dirty residues away with you steel pipe and start cooking pizzas!
- You soon will realize is not so simple to cook but i can assure you it
surely is a healthy way cooking and you will definetely cook better and
better with the experience.
- Worry not about the burned extremes from your pizza they could be
healthy at times.
- Never fire the oven before it dries completely, doing so would leave
cracks on the oven. This is a property of clay, it reduces its size and gives
cracks when its warmed up.
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Step 10
‘Happy Eating’
And tadaa, Have a happy gathering with allyour dear one’s, bake bread,
cook pizzas, tandoori, soups and have a memorable time :)
That’s it folks...
Happy Cooking and Eating to you all.
Building pizza ovens and cooking pizzas are the kind of things that everyone
has it in their own way and tht’s totally fine there is no such thing for
right or wrong.
I hope this would be enough and you can build it well! Let’s go for it and
build this world a better people place and ofcourse, better eating place too.
Yeyyy!
According to me there is always a lesson that everthing in this nature
teaches us, all we need to do is just observe. The making of earthern oven
is a real inspiration to me. The message I could take from this process is
‘With the right hands you can create something to treasure for a lifetime’.
Take away a lesson from your experience in building this too <3
Finally, If you need more information regarding the other types of bases
and any readings regarding ancient cultural cooking / earth oven / clay
tandoor feel free to write to me at himani.harikrishna3@gmail.com
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THANK YOU!
Illustrations By Himani Ravuri

